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A spiral interconnect array is a commonly used architecture for stretchable electronics, which

accommodates large deformations during stretching. Here, we show the effect of different geometrical

morphologies on the deformation behavior of the spiral island network. We use numerical modeling to

calculate the stresses and strains in the spiral interconnects under the prescribed displacement of

1000 lm. Our result shows that spiral arm elongation depends on the angular position of that particular

spiral in the array. We also introduce the concept of a unit-cell, which fairly replicates the deformation

mechanism for full complex hexagon, diamond, and square shaped arrays. The spiral interconnects

which are axially connected between displaced and fixed islands attain higher stretchability and thus

experience the maximum deformations. We perform tensile testing of 3D printed replica and find that

experimental observations corroborate with theoretical study. Published by AIP Publishing.
https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5007111

Flexible and stretchable electronics based on various

fractal designs offer great potential for a wide variety of

applications ranging from bio-integrated and bioinspired

devices,1–3 wearable photovoltaics,4 sensory robotics,5–7

wearable devices used for communication,8,9 to soft-robotics

intended for surgical and clinical operations.10,11 Such high

performance reconfigurable systems are realized through the

mechanical deformations that in turn induce undesirable

stresses/strains. Although these stretchable electronics have

shown interesting utilities, the associated complex fabrica-

tion process and the mechanics involved during their every-

day use are challenging and thus necessitate highly robust

systems. For instance, soft robotics, skin sensors, and medi-

cal devices are expected to conform to the irregular surfaces

or human skin while maintaining a high electrical perfor-

mance, reliability, and integration.12

Today, ninety percent of the electronics are made with

bulk monocrystalline silicon (Si). Nevertheless, Si is brittle

and rigid, and thus, it cannot be stretched and essentially

experiences crack-based failure during bending and stretch-

ing. Owing to favorable mechanical properties of polymers,

polymeric transistors on plastic substrates have been the pri-

mary choice for stretchable electronics.13,14 Despite that the

simple and low-cost fabrication process of the plastic sub-

strate is a merit, its limited electron mobility and thermal

instability obstruct further advances. Therefore, in the quest

for enhanced electron mobility, the carbon based 1D and 2D

materials along with graphene are under study.15,16 However,

their overall performance and manufacturability are yet to be

improved significantly. Therefore, Si-based compliant sys-

tems offer an optimum solution that accommodates large

deformation while maintaining electronic functionalities.

Generally, a material with lower Young’s modulus could

be regarded as a compliant material. However, stiffness (higher

the stiffness means harder to bend/stretch) is not described

solely by the elastic modulus. But it also depends on the feature

size since it carries a unit of length (i.e., N/m). Therefore, one

of the successful strategies is to make the Si thinner up to a few

microns, which ensures the induced strains to remain within

the elastic limit.17 In the past, we have extensively reported on

the CMOS compatible integration strategy for high perfor-

mance flexible Si devices by reducing their thickness up to the

micron level.18–22 Similarly, a stretchable wavy profile via a

pre-strained polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) sheet was attained

by using an ultra-thin Si sheet which accommodated the large

deformations during its operation.23,24

Flexibility and stretchability can be further enhanced by

using distinctive structures such as thin island-bridge design.

Islands are localized regions that hold all of the active

components, i.e., sensors and actuators, whereas thin and

deformable interconnects accommodate the large strains dur-

ing stretching. Island-interconnect designs cover a range of

structures including straight,25 curvilinear,26 free-standing

designs,27 and fractal based interconnects.28,29 Rojas et al.
have fabricated the Si network based on an ultra-stretchable

free-standing spiral-island structure which shows excellent

stretchability up to �1000% for a single spiral.18 Likewise,

Rehman et al. have studied the spiral based interconnects

and demonstrated the benefits of up to �55% stress reduc-

tion by replacing the straight arms with optimized serpentine

ones, using numerical simulations.30 To date, most of the

Finite Element Methods (FEMs) or analytical based works

cover the single spiral-island system,18 as shown in the sup-

plementary material of Fig. S1(a). However, in order to

acquire the full conceptual and functional design and to

attain optimum performance out of these designs, deforma-

tion behavior of spirals, which connect with islands to form
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different arrays, i.e., hexagon-arrays, as shown in Fig. S1(b)

of the supplementary material, needs to be studied.

Here, we demonstrate the numerical and experimental

analysis for spiral-island arrays fashioned into different geo-

metrical morphologies. These arrays include a hexagon, dia-

mond, square, and square with cross-linked-spirals. We have

used a concept of a unit-cell in order to study the spirals con-

nected in complex geometrical morphologies. Our results

show that maximum von Mises stresses reduce for a full-array

architecture as compared to widely reported single-spiral

architecture while the same displacement is prescribed. For

instance, maximum von Mises stress of single spiral-island

reduces from �1120 MPa to �700 MPa when spiral arms are

connected as full hexagon-array and subjected to the displace-

ment of 1000 lm. Additionally, spirals that linearly connect

between fixed and loaded-island attain maximum stretchabil-

ity. Remaining spiral interconnects experience smaller elon-

gations depending on spiral arm’s orientation in the array.

Lastly, under in-plane stretching, square design with the

cross-linked spiral exhibits better performance by improving

its mechanical reliability.

It is well known that in order to avoid the fracture during

stretching of spiral interconnects, induced strain should reach

a maximum of 1%. For the maximum allowable strain (emax)

of 1%, the arm’s breadth (barm) should be 50 times thinner

than the radius of the inner circle of spiral (D), as governed

by following relation:18

emax¼
barm

D� barm
: (1)

We propose a pattern that contains the single-turn spiral

with D and barm as 500 lm and 5 lm, respectively, as shown

in Fig. S1(a) of the supplementary material. The area near to

the arm’s end (towards edge of island) comprises few ser-

pentines, which essentially add mechanical robustness.

Regarding these serpentines, the radius of half-circle of ser-

pentine (r), thickness (t), arch angle (a), and length between

the half circles (l) were taken as 40 lm, 5 lm, 45�, and 0 lm,

respectively. For further details of serpentine structures,

readers may refer to previous studies.30,31 Next, in order to

account for the effect of spiral’s angular orientation on the

deformation behavior, we connect spirals to islands in such a

manner that the final configuration mimics the shape of hexa-

gon, diamond, and square. As the islands nearly remain

stress-free during stretching, the size of islands may not con-

tribute towards deformation behavior of spirals.18 In our

study, the dimensions and shape of islands depend on the type

of array under investigation, i.e., for hexagon-array; the dis-

tance between edge to edge, as shown in Fig. S1(a) of the sup-

plementary material, was taken as 1384 lm. For identification

purposes, we have numbered the spirals from S1 to S12 [sup-

plementary material, Fig. S1(b)] in the anti-clockwise direc-

tion unless otherwise stated.

FEM (Finite Element Method) modeling was used to map

the elongations and induced stresses/strains in a structure when

subjected to displacement. We used a commercial FEM pro-

gram ABAQUSTM to analyze the deformation behavior of spi-

rals. All of the designs were made by using SOLIDWORKSTM

and then extruded to a thickness of 75lm before importing

into ABAQUSTM as 3D solid parts. Experimental validation of

numerically simulated deformations was executed with 3D-

printed macro sized (�cm scale) PLA (Polylactic Acid) speci-

mens. These 3D printed spirals and islands were then arranged

in various geometrical morphologies including hexagon, dia-

mond, square, and square with a cross-linked spiral. These

specimens were then stretched axially by using the experimen-

tal displacement-control tensile testing setup. As the size of

specimens was scaled up to �100 times, the prescribed dis-

placement was taken in the range of 0 cm to 10 cm. Please refer

to the supplementary material for details of 3D printing and

tensile testing.

To understand the deformation mechanism for a complex

spiral-island configuration, it would be logical to start from

fundamental design, i.e., single spiral, which connects

between two islands [Fig. 1(a)]. Next, we add another set of

spiral-islands in series as shown in Fig. 1(b). Because of spi-

ral’s thin dimension and distinctive stretchable design, spirals

experience the key deformations during stretching. As a

result, the islands remain stress-free during stretching.18

When we prescribe a displacement of 1000 lm at the right-

most island, the spiral attached between two islands experien-

ces the deformations during elongation, which in turn induces

the stresses in the spiral. Figure 1(a) demonstrates that maxi-

mum 3D von Mises stress (rmax) for the single-spiral case

reaches up to �1120 MPa. Stretchability at the onset of maxi-

mum allowable strain (1%) is defined as maximum stretch-

ability (Emax), which is 630% for the single spiral system.

However, when we add another spiral in series, i.e., called

double spiral system, the prescribed displacement is now

shared between both of the spirals connected in series. Figure

1(b) demonstrates that rmax in spirals decreases from

�1120 MPa to �700 MPa (decreases by �38%) and the rea-

son for stress reduction could be attributed to the smaller

amount of elongations in each of the spirals. Likewise, as

stretchability is a function of evolved deformations, the

smaller elongations lead to reduced Emax, i.e., 450%. To vali-

date our hypothesis, we extend the number of spirals up to

four spirals that connect in series between five islands [sup-

plementary material of Figs. S2(a) and S2(b)] and results are

consistent with the double spiral system. Numerical calcula-

tions reveal that the total number of spirals connected in

series shares the prescribed displacement. Figures 1(c) and

1(d) compare the evolution of stress and strain (%) for single

and double spirals systems. For fair comparison between both

the designs, we define the normalized stretch as actual dis-

placement/maximum prescribed displacement. As Si spirals

experience the elastic deformations only, the results reveal

that von Mises stress and strain (%) are linearly proportional

to prescribed displacement, as shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d).

Next, we connect multiple spiral-islands in such a fash-

ion that the final shape of array depicts a hexagon-array as

shown in the supplementary material of Figs. S1(b) and S3.

It is worthy to mention that to mimic different geometrical

morphologies, the shape of the island varies to accommodate

the spirals that connect to island edges. For instance, twelve

spirals in the full hexagon-array are represented as S1 to S12

and design of each island has six-edges to replicate the

hexagon-array. The amount of elongation in each spiral

depends on the orientation of that particular spiral in the
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hexagon-array. The left-most island, i.e., island connected to

spirals S3, S4, and S10, shows zero prescribed displacement

since it is fixed, whereas the right-most island has a maxi-

mum prescribed displacement of 1000 lm as shown in the

supplementary material of Fig. S3(a). These deformations

lead to evolution of von Mises stresses as shown in the sup-

plementary material of Fig. S3(b). As revealed by 3D stress

distributions [supplementary material of Fig. S3(b)], each

spiral has different amounts of stress, which also depends on

orientation of that particular spiral. However, it is interesting

to note that spirals which remain along the direction of pre-

scribed displacement (i.e., S7 and S10) experience the maxi-

mum elongations and von Mises stress (�696 MPa). We take

the strain and von Mises stress at a node where it elevates to

its maximum value and show these distributions as a func-

tion of prescribed displacement [Figs. 1(e) and 1(f)]. For the

full hexagon-array, stress and strains are linearly propor-

tional to prescribed displacement and are consistent with pre-

ceding single/double spiral systems.

Although numerical modeling for the full hexagon-array

showed interesting results, conducting a FEM study for the

full array is difficult and time-exhaustive, and results for each

spiral are difficult to comprehend. Therefore, we introduce

here a concept of a unit-cell. A careful examination of each

array shows that array is nothing but a repetition of these unit-

cells. For instance, the hexagon-array can be divided into four

unit-cells and each unit cell consists of three spirals and three

islands, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2(a). We conducted the

numerical simulation for the unit-cell of the hexagon-array,

and 3D stress distribution is shown in Fig. 2(b). The rmax for

the unit cell of hexagon reaches up to �1130 MPa.

To exhibit the deformation behavior of each of the spi-

rals in a unit-cell, the stretchability and elongations are also

calculated and are shown in Fig. 2(b). During the stretching

process, spirals start to unwrap and the elongation or separa-

tion between any two islands increases. In the case of the

unit-cell, some spirals might experience two directional (in

plane) stretch. Therefore, the distance between the centers of

the islands, connected by those spirals, was regarded as the

elongation. We describe this elongation as dSi (where i repre-

sents the spiral number) and then calculated the associated

stretchability, i.e., ESi. Contrary to the previous configuration

where all spirals were connected in series, spirals (i.e., S2 and

S3) in the unit cell of the hexagon-array are connected at dif-

ferent angular positions. Therefore, S2 and S3 unwrap at dif-

ferent rates, which results in different values of elongations,

i.e., dS2 and dS3. However, as S1 is axially connected (with

no angular orientation) between loaded and fixed-islands, its

elongation (dS1) is identical to the prescribed displacement.

Moreover, it is interesting to note that S2 and S3 share the pre-

scribed displacement, i.e., the sum of dS2 and dS3 is nearly

equivalent to dS1. Likewise, stretchability holds the same

relation, i.e., the sum of ES2 and ES3 is identical to ES1. To

corroborate the concept of the unit-cell, we connect two unit-

cells, which comprise five spirals and four islands, as shown

in Fig. 2(c). Deformation behavior of each of the spirals

FIG. 1. Stretchability and stress distribu-

tion after connecting more spiral-islands.

(a) and (b) 3D stress distribution under

the same applied displacement of

1000lm; calculations reveal that stretch-

ability decreases up to �38%, when

additional spiral-island is connected and

thus stress also reduces. (c) Maximum

von Mises stress and (d) strain distribu-

tions for single and double spirals show

that stress/strains are linearly propor-

tional to normalized stretch, i.e., actual

displacement/maximum prescribed dis-

placement. (e) and (f) Maximum strain

and stress as a linear function of pre-

scribed displacement for the full-hexa-

gon-array that consists of twelve spirals

and seven islands.

FIG. 2. (a) Deformation behavior of the full hexagon-array by utilizing the

simplified concept of the unit cell. Von Mises stress distributions and

stretchability of each spiral for (b) single unit cell and (c) unified two-unit

cells. Spirals (i.e., S1 for the single unit cell and S3 for unified two-unit cells)

which are attached directly between fixed and under-load islands experience

maximum deformation (dS1) and stretchability (ES1). Deformations of

remaining spirals follow a particular pattern but are not stretched up to their

possible extent.
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(dS1þdS2¼ dS4þdS5 ¼ dS3) is identical to a single unit-cell

case, which evidences the validation of our unit-cell concept.

Figures 3(a) and 3(c) show the full arrays of unit cells,

which mimic the diamond-array and square-array. The spiral

numbering from S1 to S4 represents the unit-cell configura-

tion. The von Mises stress, elongation, and stretchability for

the unit cell of diamond and square-array are shown in Figs.

3(b) and 3(d). The prescribed boundary conditions are

also shown in the same figure. As expected, the angles of

spirals attached with islands are different as compared to

the hexagon-array, and thus, amounts of elongations also

change. However, the relationship of deformations holds,

i.e., dS1 þ dS4¼ dS2 þ dS3¼ 1000 lm. Since there is no spi-

ral connected axially between loaded and fixed-island in the

case of diamond-array, each spiral exhibits smaller elonga-

tion compared to the prescribed displacement.

For the square-array [Fig. 3(d)], S2 and S4 undergo max-

imum elongation and thus evolve higher stresses (up to

�1570 MPa) as compared to hexagon and diamond-arrays.

On the other hand, spirals which are along the y-direction

(S1 and S3) do not displace or unwrap at all and thus are

stress-free. Therefore, one advantage of this structure could

be their comparable stretchability along both the axes, i.e., x

and y-axes. In other words, this configuration can show bet-

ter mechanical reliability when stretched in-plane along both

the directions simultaneously, i.e., x-axis and y-axis.

Although the square-array is expected to accommodate

the deformations that occur along both directions, i.e., x-axis

and y-axis, it has lower efficiency in terms of areal density as

they have wider empty spaces in between spiral and islands.

To rectify this downside, we propose a square-array and its

unit cell, which consist of cross-linked or diagonally con-

nected spiral (S5d), as shown in Figs. 3(e) and 3(f). The rmax

for the unit-cell decreases from �1570 MPa to �1100 MPa.

The different stresses for square and square with the cross-

linked spiral are mainly due to different forces required to

displace 1000 lm. Moreover, the cross-linked spiral provides

the benefit of lower chances of failure since S5d assists the

additional connection, which diagonally improves connectiv-

ity between islands. S5d also deforms up to fully prescribed

displacement of 1000 lm, whereas the other spiral’s behav-

ior is consistent with the previously mentioned relation, i.e.,

dS1þdS4¼ dS2þdS3¼ dS5d¼ 1000 lm.

The comparison of FEM and experimental results is

shown in Fig. 4. The unit cells of hexagon, diamond, square,

and square with the cross-linked spiral were printed by using

the Poly Lactic Acid (PLA) filament. The design of printed

spiral including the thin dimension provides the required

stretchability during tensile testing. Figures 4(a)–4(d) show

the unit cells of hexagon, diamond, square, and square with

the cross-linked spiral, before and after the specimens are

stretched up to �10 cm, respectively. The width and thick-

ness of each spiral are 0.5 mm and 7.5 mm, respectively. The

main purpose of experiments is the mapping of elongations

attained by PLA spirals and comparing with the FEM results.

Widlund et al. have performed the uniaxial tensile testing of

3D printed ABS (acrylonitrile butadiene styrene) stretchable

ribbons.31 Although ABS is an elastic-plastic material and

experiences the yielding during tensile testing, they found

FIG. 3. Comparison of arrays shaped in different geometrical morphologies.

(a) and (c) Full array representation for diamond and square. (b) and (d)

Stress distribution and stretchability for each of the spirals in a respective

unit cell. Square-array has more spirals that achieve maximum stretchability

(ES2 and ES4) when stretched along the in-plane x-axis. Cross-linked spiral

has advantage of filling the unused space, improved connectivity, and

robustness. (e) Square-array with the cross-linked spiral, i.e., S5d, and (f)

stress distribution and stretchability for each of the spirals in a unit cell for

square-array with the cross-linked spiral.

FIG. 4. 3D-printed thick unit-cells for

different geometrical morphologies.

Separation or elongation after stretch-

ing is measured as the distance between

islands that connect the respective spi-

ral. For fair comparison between micro-

and macroscale specimens, normalized

parameters (i.e., actual distance/maxi-

mum prescribed distance) are used.

Shapes of spiral-island arrays before

and after uniaxial tension testing for (a)

hexagon, (b) diamond, (c) square, and

(d) square with the cross-linked spiral.

(e)–(h) Experimental results after test-

ing are compared with FEM results that

show that the deformation behavior of

3D-printed spirals connected as unit-

cells for hexagon, diamond, square, and

square with cross-linked arrays is well

matched with FEM calculations.

214102-4 Qaiser et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 111, 214102 (2017)



fairly comparable strains with FEM results under a small

yielding assumption. Nevertheless, our experiments use

PLA, which have no yielding during tensile testing and thus

measured elongation is reliable.

The results of FEM and experiments for different geo-

metrical morphologies are shown in Figs. 4(e)–4(h), respec-

tively. For fair comparison between micro- (prescribed

displacement of 1000 lm) and macroscales (�10 cm dis-

placement), we use normalized elongation and normalized

prescribed displacement. Experimental and FEM analyses

are shown in the supplementary material (SMovie 1 and

SMovie 2). PLA based spiral-island unit cells stretch as

expected. For instance, the sum of elongation of S2 and S3 is

equal to S1 in the hexagon unit cell. Likewise, the spirals in

the square unit cell which are perpendicular to the load direc-

tion, i.e., S1 and S3, do not unwrap and their elongations are

comparable with FEM results, whereas the S2 and S4 have

experienced the maximum elongation for the prescribed

displacement.

In summary, we have comprehensively studied the defor-

mation behavior of multiple spiral-island designs. We have

conducted the numerical simulations for different geometrical

morphologies including hexagon, diamond, square, and

square with the cross-linked array, when subjected to the pre-

scribed displacement of 1000 lm. We further have introduced

a concept of a unit-cell, which mimics the mechanical behav-

ior of full complex arrays. The elongation of each spiral

changes linearly with prescribed displacement and depends

on spiral’s position in the respective unit-cell. Our results

show that stress/strains linearly change with prescribed dis-

placement. The elongation and stress of each of the spirals

reduce when more number of spirals are added and stretched

under the same displacement. The square array with the

cross-linked spiral has advantages of improved connectivity,

areal density, and mechanical robustness by reducing the

stress from �1570 MPa to �1100 MPa. We have verified our

FEM results by using the 3D printed PLA specimens. These

PLA specimens were stretched with the prescribed displace-

ment of 10 cm. Comparison of our FEM and experimental

results was found to be in good agreement with one another.

The results of this study provide better understanding of spiral

based stretchable interconnects which can lead to efficient

designs for wearable electronics and devices.

See supplementary material for the detailed experimen-

tal and numerical procedure, schematic of the single-spiral

and array of spirals, FEM analysis of four spirals connected

in series, and mechanical response of the full hexagon-array.
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